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Abstract
A frame-like action for massless mixed-symmetry fermionic fields in Minkowski
space is constructed. The action is uniquely determined by gauge invariance.
1 Introduction
This paper fills a gap in the theory of mixed-symmetry gauge fields in Minkowski
space. Namely, we extend the results of [1,2] on frame-like Lagrangians to the case
of massless fermionic fields of arbitrary symmetry type in Minkowski space of any
dimension d. The term ’arbitrary symmetry’ means that the field potential is a
spin-tensor whose tensor indices could have the symmetry of any Young diagram,
using ’mixed-symmetry’ implies that the Young diagram contains more than just
one row or one column.
In Minkowski space massless fields with the spin in arbitrary representation of
the Wigner little algebra so(d − 2) were first considered by Labastida in the pa-
per [3], where the equations of motion were suggested both for bosons and fermions.
However, to find the action for mixed-symmetry fields turned out to be a compli-
cated technical problem, solved in [3] for bosons only. It was not until [4] that
the Lagrangian for arbitrary spin fermionic fields was constructed. The approach
of Labastida is usually referred to as the metric-like approach, since the Labastida
potentials, being the world tensors, are the analogs of the metric field gµν .
Another approach to fields of any symmetry type dates back to [5, 6], where
the generalization of the vielbein/spin-connection variables of gravity was found for
the massless spin-s field, s ≥ 2. The approach that makes use of vielbein/spin-
connection variables and their generalizations for fields of arbitrary symmetry type
is referred to as frame-like one.
∗skvortsov@lpi.ru
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What is so inspiring about the frame-like approach is that it has a natural
extension, the unfolded approach to field equations [7, 8], where the generalized
vielbein/spin-connection and certain their extensions appear automatically as the
first fields in the unfolded system. The only example of an interacting field the-
ory with fields of any tensor rank is the Vasiliev theory of totally symmetric gauge
fields [9,10]. The point is that the Vasiliev theory is given in a form of nonlinear un-
folded equations of motion. So we believe that investigating mixed-symmetry fields
within the frame-like approach should give us some hints towards the interacting
theory of mixed-symmetry fields.
The extension of the frame-like approach to fields of mixed-symmetry in Minkowski
space was given first in [11,12] for certain special cases. The general case of mixed-
symmetry bosons and fermions was studied in [13] at the level of equations of mo-
tion. The frame-like action for mixed-symmetry bosons was found in [1]. Certain
special cases in a more general setup of massless and massive fields in (anti)-de
Sitter space were studied in [2, 14, 15]. Bosonic mixed-symmetry fields are more
elaborated [1–3, 11–33] as compared to mixed-symmetry fermions [1–4, 34].
In section 2 we review the frame-like formulation for a massless spin-(s+ 1
2
) field.
A short remark on totally antisymmetric fermionic fields is in section 3. The general
enough case of fermions whose tensor indices have the symmetry of a Young diagram
with two columns is considered in section 4. Fermions of any symmetry type are
studied in section 5.
Notation
Indices µ, ν, ... = 0, ..., (d − 1) are the world indices of the base Minkowski space.
a, b, ... = 0, ..., (d−1) are the indices of the fiber Lorentz algebra so(d−1, 1), which are
raised and lowered with constant metric ηab. A differential form degree is indicated
as a bold subscript,
ωq ≡ ωµ1...µq dx
µ1 ∧ ... ∧ dxµq .
A Young diagram is defined either by listing the lengths of its rows (row notation)
Y(s1, s2, ..., sn), si being the length of the i-th row (si ≥ sj for i > j), or by listing
the heights of its columns [column notation] Y[h1, ..., hm], hj being the height of the
j-th column (hi ≥ hj for i > j).
A group of symmetric indices is denoted by one letter, indicating the number
of symmetric indices in round brackets, e.g. a(k) ≡ a1a2...ak. The operation of
symmetrization is denoted by round brackets or by denoting the indices to be sym-
metrized by the same letter. The same index convention holds for antisymmetric
indices with the replacement of round brackets by square brackets. The operation of
(anti)symmetrization is a sum over all necessary permutations with the unit weight,
e.g.,
Cab = Cba, V aCaa ≡ V a1Ca2a3 + V a3Ca1a2 + V a2Ca3a1 .
That a tensor has symmetry of some Young diagram Y = Y(s1, s2, ..., sn) refers only
to the permutation symmetry of its indices. An irreducible tensor of the Lorentz
algebra with symmetry Y is totally traceless in addition, i.e. contraction of any two
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its indices with ηab is zero. An irreducible spin-tensor with one spinor index is also
defined by Young diagram that refers to the symmetry type of its tensor indices.
2 Symmetric half-integer spin field
A massless spin-(s + 1
2
) field can be described [35] by the Fang-Fronsdal potential
φ(µ1...µs):α that is totally symmetric in world indices µ1...µs and has a spinor index
α. The field equation, gauge transformations and algebraic constraints read as1
/∂φµ1...µs − s∂(µ1Γ
νφνµ2...µs) = 0,
δφµ1...µs = ∂(µ1ξµ2...µs),
ΓνΓρΓλφνρλµ4...µs = 0, Γ
νξνµ2...µs−1 = 0,
(2.1)
where Γm
α
β are the gamma-matrices of so(d − 1, 1) and we omit spinor indices in
most cases. The triple Γ-trace constraints, which are weaker than the irreducibility
of φµ1...µs:α, are needed in order to have a Lagrangian.
Within the frame-like approach the analogue of the vielbein (frame) for a massless
spin-(s + 1
2
) field is given2 by a degree-one differential form e
a(s−1):α
1 that is a rank-
(s − 1) irreducible symmetric spin-tensor of the Lorentz algebra that acts on fiber
indices of the vielbein, i.e.
e
a(s−1)
1 ≡ e
a1...as−1;α
µ dx
µ, Γm
α
β e
ma2...as−1;β
µ ≡ 0. (2.2)
As a consequence of (2.2) the vielbein is traceless in tensor indices a1...as−1.
Within the frame-like approach the background Minkowski space is described by
background vielbein haµdx
µ and spin-connection ̟a,bµ dx
µ = −̟b,aµ dx
µ, which obey
dha +̟a,c ∧ h
c = 0, (2.3)
d̟a,b +̟a,c ∧̟
c,b = 0. (2.4)
A particular solution is given by Cartesian coordinates haµ = δ
a
µ, ̟
a,b
µ = 0. In what
follows we do not need any explicit solution of (2.3)-(2.4), making the Lagrangians
valid in any coordinates. The Lorentz covariant derivative D is defined asD = d+̟,
where d is the exterior derivative d ≡ dxµ ∂µ.
The anzats for the action consists of two terms, if only exterior derivative d and
exterior product ∧ are allowed to be used3,
S =
∫ [
e¯1
ua(s−2)ΓvDe1
w
a(s−2) −
1
6
e¯1
a(s−1)ΓuvwDe1a(s−1)
]
Euvw, (2.5)
1The lagrangian equations of [35] have the form Gµ1...µs −
s
2Γ(µ1Γ
νGνµ2...µs) −
s(s−1)
4 η(µ1µ2G
ν
νµ3...µs)
= 0, Gµ1...µs = /∂φµ1...µs − s∂(µ1Γ
νφνµ2...µs) = 0, which is equivalent to
(2.1).
2In four dimension this construction was introduced in [5] and in arbitrary dimension in [36],
the lagrangian that is considered in this paper is from [37].
3We omit everywhere the wedge symbol ∧ henceforth.
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where Eu[k] and Γ
b[N ] are defined as
Eu[k] ≡ ǫu[k]b1...bd−kh
b1 ...hbd−k , (2.6)
Γb[N ] ≡
1
N !
Γ[b1 ...ΓbN ], (2.7)
where ǫu1...ud is the totally antisymmetric invariant tensor of the Lorentz algebra.
The relative coefficient in the Lagrangian is determined by requiring the action
be gauge invariant under
δe
a(s−1)
1 = Dξ
a(s−1)
0 + hmξ
a(s−1),m
0 , (2.8)
where ξ
a(s−1):α
0 is a gauge parameter for the frame e
a(s−1):α
1 and it is just the fiber
version of the Fang-Fronsdal parameter ξµ1...µs−1:α. There is also a shift (Stueck-
elberg) gauge symmetry with ξ
a(s−1),m
0 that as a fiber tensor has the symmetry of
s−1
and is irreducible as a spin-tensor.
The variation with respect to ξ
a(s−1)
0 is a total derivative. To check that the
ξ
a(s−1),m
0 -variation also cancels one has to use the following useful identities
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hcEu1...uk =
1
d− k + 1
i=k∑
i=1
(−)i+kδcuiEu1...ûi...uk , (2.9)
ΓaΓb1...bN =
i=N∑
i=1
(−)i+1ηabiΓb1...̂bi...bN + Γab1...bN , (2.10)
and hence for an irreducible spin-tensor ξa(s−1),m one has
ξ
a(s−1),
m
Γmb1...bN−1 =
i=N−1∑
i=1
(−)iξa(s−1),biΓb1...̂bi...bN−1 . (2.11)
The meaning of the shift symmetry is two-fold. Firstly, it compensates for a
larger number of components in the vielbein. Indeed, with the help of the back-
ground frame field we can transform any differential form with fiber spin-tensor in-
dices into fully fiber spin-tensor and then decompose it into irreducible spin-tensors.
For e
a(s−1)
1 it results in
ea(s−1)µ h
bµ ∼
s−1
⊕ s ⊕ s−1 ⊕ s−2 , (2.12)
where the first component can be gauged away by the ξ
a(s−1),m
0 transformations, the
rest of components matching the content of the Fang-Fronsdal field φµ1...µs:α, whose
first and second Γ-traces do not vanish.
Secondly, it suggests that there is a field ω
a(s−1),m
1 , which is a gauge field for
the ξ
a(s−1),m
0 -symmetry. For the spin-two case, ω
a,b
1 is just a spin-connection and
has a plain geometric meaning. If a field potential has the symmetry of a Young
diagram with more than two columns then there are fields that follow generalized
spin-connection. These fields are called extra fields and they are not needed at the
free level.
4The hatted index is to be omitted.
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3 One-column field
Within the metric-like approach totally antisymmetric fermionic fields were studied
in [38] and [39]. The field potential is an antisymmetric spin-tensor φµ1...µp:α with
the gauge transformations of the form
δφµ1...µp = ∂[µ1ξµ2...µp]. (3.13)
Both the field potential and gauge parameter are not subjected to any Γ-trace con-
ditions.
According to [13], the frame-like extension for a spin S = Y[p] field is given by a
vielbein eαp, which is a p-form with one fiber spinor index. The gauge transformation
law is just
δeαp = Dξ
α
p−1. (3.14)
There is no shift symmetry here because in this degenerate case the vielbein has the
same number of components as the field potential has.
The anzats for the action consists of one term only
S =
∫ 〈
e¯p
∣∣ Γu[2M−1]∣∣ Dep〉Eu[2p+1], (3.15)
where M = p − q + 1 and the brackets 〈e¯|Γ|De〉 just stress that all spinor indices
are contracted. Evidently, the action is gauge invariant.
We see that it is not possible to write down the action if 2p + 1 > d, which is
exactly the bound found recently in [38] and [39]. If 2p + 1 > d it is still possible
to write a lot of terms for the anzats with metric-like field φµ[p]:α, which results in
a zero Lagrangian after requiring its gauge variation to vanish. We see that certain
features, which require special consideration within the metric-like approach, are
automatically included in the frame-like one.
4 Two-column field
S=
p q
Let us now turn to a more complicated case of fields whose spin S
is defined by a Young diagram with two columns S = Y[p, q]. We
will not present the results for the metric-like approach [4], restricting
ourselves to the frame-like one. In fact, within the frame-like approach
general mixed-symmetry fields turn out to be as complicated as two-
column fields. This is because the rest of indices corresponding to the
third and other columns are mutually contracted in the action. Hence
the presence of indices beyond the second column does not affect any
coefficients coming from the variation of the action.
According to [13], the frame-like extension for a spin S = Y[p, q]
field is given by a vielbein e
u[q]
p , which is a p-form antisymmetric in q fiber indices,
and spin-connection ω
u[p+1]
q , which is a q-form antisymmetric in (p+1) fiber indices5.
5Let us note that the fiber spinor index is implicit.
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Despite the fact that ω
u[p+1]
q drops out of the action, its gauge parameter ξ
u[p+1]
q−1 is
needed to have the correct number of propagating degrees of freedom. The gauge
transformations
δeu[q]p = Dξ
u[q]
p−1 +
M︷ ︸︸ ︷
hm...hm ξ
u[q]m[M ]
q−1 , (4.16)
guarantee [13] that the vielbein e
u[q]:α
p effectively reduces to the potential φµ[p],ν[q]:α,
the rest of components being pure gauge because of the ξ
u[p+1]:α
q−1 symmetry.
The most general anzats for the action has the form
S =
k=q∑
k=0
αk
∫ 〈
e¯p
u[q−k]b[k]
∣∣∣ Γu[2M+2k−1]∣∣∣ Depu[q−k]b[k]
〉
Eu[2p+1], (4.17)
where the brackets 〈e¯|Γ|ω〉 stress that all spinor and tensor indices of e, Γ and ω are
contracted in an appropriate way, with only (2p + 1) antisymmetric indices left on
the outside to be contracted with Eu[2p+1].
The action is invariant up to surface terms under the differential part of the gauge
transformations. To take the variation with respect to the shift gauge symmetry one
needs an extension of the identities (2.9) and (2.11)
hc1 ...hcmEu[N ] = m!(−)
m(N+1) (d−N)!
(d−N +m)!
δ
c[m]
u[m]Eu[N−m], (4.18)
ξc1...cmΓ
c[m]b[N ] = m!(−)
m(m+1)
2 ξb[m]Γb[N−m], (4.19)
where the latter identity holds true provided that the spin-tensor is Γ-traceless,
ξc[m−1]bΓb ≡ 0. It is also important that the antisymmetrization includes all neces-
sary permutations only. After some simple algebra one obtains
δS ∼
k=q∑
k=0
αk
n=min(M,q−k)∑
n=0
Fk,n(−)
σk,n×
∫ 〈
ξ¯q−1
u[q−k−n]b[k+n]
∣∣∣ Γv[2k+2n−1]∣∣∣ Depw[M+q−k−n]b[k+n]
〉
Eu[q−k−n]v[2k+2n−1]w[M+q−k−n],
where
Fk,n =
(q − k)!(2M + 2k − 1)!
(q − k − n)!n!(M − n)!(2k + 2n− 1)!
,
(−)σk,n = (−)
1
2
(M−n)(M+2k−n+1)+q(q−n).
The condition for the variation to vanish is thus
k=min(M,q−k)∑
k=0, k+n=m
αkFk,n(−)
σk,n = 0 for any m ∈ [1, q]. (4.20)
Note that for k = n = 0 the variation is zero identically. The general solutions is
αk = α(−)
1
2
k(k+2q+1) (M + k − 1)!
(q − k)!(2M + 2k − 1)!k!
(4.21)
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with α being an arbitrary constant depending only on p, q, i.e. on the spin.
If we define the field strength
R
u[q]
p+1 = De
u[q]
p + (−)
p−qhm...hm ω
u[q]m[M ]
q , (4.22)
which is gauge invariant under (4.23) and
δωu[p+1]q = Dξ
u[p+1]
q−1 + ..., (4.23)
where ... stands for the shift symmetry associated to extra fields, which are beyond
ω
u[p+1]
q and are not needed for the purpose of constructing a free Lagrangian. Then
there is an equivalent form for the action
S =
k=q∑
k=0
αk
∫ 〈
e¯p
u[q−k]b[k]
∣∣∣ Γu[2M+2k−1]∣∣∣ Rp+1u[q−k]b[k]
〉
Eu[2p+1], (4.24)
where αk are determined by requiring the action not to contain ω
u[p+1]
q . Note that
for bosons the extra fields decouple out of the action automatically. By contrast, for
fermions one has to adjust certain coefficients for the extra field decoupling condition
to hold true.
5 Arbitrary-spin massless fermionic fields
The result of [1,13] was that the frame-like approach can be generalized to massless
fields having arbitrary symmetry type. Some special cases at the level of Lagrangian
were considered in [2, 11, 12, 14, 15].
In the general case one has to deal with differential forms of any degree that carry
fiber tensor/spinor indices of the Lorentz algebra and are irreducible as fiber spin-
tensors. Let us denote the symmetry type of the fiber tensor indices by superscript
Young diagram, e.g. a q-from ω that is an irreducible fiber spin-tensor whose tensor
indices have the symmetry of Young diagram Y is denoted as ωYq .
Let S = Y[h1, h2, ..., hn] ≡ Y(s1, ..., sp) be the spin Young diagram, where de-
pending on the problem it is convenient to enumerate either columns hi or the rows
si. It is useful to single out the first two columns of S, denoting p = h1, q = h2, so
that S = Y[p, q, h3, ..., hn]. According to [13], the vielbein and spin-connection for a
spin-S field are eF0p and ω
F1
q , where F0 and F1 are given by
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S F0, e
F0
p F1, ω
F1
q
p q q p
F0 = Y[q, h3, ..., hs1], F1 = Y[p+ 1, h3, ..., hs1].
With all indices written explicitly the vielbein has the form
eF0p ≡ e
a(s1−1),b(s2−1),...,c(sq−1):α
µ1...µp
dxµ1 ...dxµp , (5.25)
where the symmetric basis for mixed-symmetry tensors was used, i.e. the indices are
separated into the groups of symmetric ones. The Labastida potential φa1(s1),...,ap(sp):α
is the maximally symmetric component of the frame field
φa(s1),b(s2),...,u(sp):α = ea(s1−1),b(s2−1),...,u(sp−1):α|ab...u, (5.26)
where the form indices were converted to the fiber ones according to
ea(s1−1),...,c(sp−1):α|u1...up = ea(s1−1),...,c(sp−1):αµ1...µp h
µ1u1...hµpup. (5.27)
The gauge transformations for eF0p have the form
δea(s1−1),...,u(sq−1)p = Dξ
a(s1−1),...,u(sq−1)
p−1 +
M︷ ︸︸ ︷
hm...hm ξ
a(s1−1),...,u(sq−1),
M︷ ︸︸ ︷
m,...,m
q−1 . (5.28)
It is easy to see that the shift symmetry does not affect the Labastida potential
hidden inside the vielbein.
Let the operator contracting the indices in (5.28) with the background vielbein
ha be denoted as σ−, then the field strength and gauge transformations read as
RF0p+1 = De
F0
p + σ−(ω
F1
q )(−)
p−q, (5.29)
δeF0p = Dξ
F0
p−1 + σ−(ξ
F1
q−1), (5.30)
δωF1q = Dξ
F1
q−1 + ..., (5.31)
where ... denotes the contribution of gauge parameters of the extra connections,
which can be introduced but do not contribute to the free action.
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5.1 Action
By looking at the action for mixed-symmetry bosons [1,15], to the action for fermions
[2] whose spin is defined by a Young diagram with two rows and to (4.17) we see
that it is more natural to have explicit antisymmetrization over certain fiber indices,
which seem to play the role of fiber differential forms.
To have explicit antisymmetry in certain fiber indices the mixed basis for mixed-
symmetry fields is defined below. Namely, taking some mixed-symmetry tensor, say
CY with Y = Y(k1, ..., kn), in the symmetric basis
Ca(k1),b(k2),...,c(kn). (5.32)
We then take one index from each of the group of symmetric indices
Cua(k1−1),ub(k2−1),...,uc(kn−1)
and antisymmetrize them
Cu[n];a(k1−1),b(k2−1),...,c(kn−1) ≡ C [u|a(k1−1),|u|b(k2−1),...,|u]c(kn−1). (5.33)
As it can be easily verified with the help of Young symmetry properties, the resulting
tensor has the symmetry of Y(k1 − 1, ..., kn − 1) in indices a(k1 − 1), ..., c(kn − 1),
it is by construction antisymmetric in u1...un and the antisymmetrization of any
n + 1 indices vanishes identically. Note that if some of ki’s are equal to 1, the
corresponding groups of indices in (5.33) will be empty. It is also straightforward
to check that it is indeed a basis and hence there is an inverse map from (5.33) to
(5.32), which up to some factor is given by the symmetrization of each of u1...un
with one of the group of symmetric indices.
Let the spin of a field be given by some Young diagram S = Y[p, q, h3, ..., hn].
The indices that do not ’belong’ to the first column of the vielbein eF0p and spin-
connection ωF1q are just mutually contracted in the action. Moreover, in any com-
putations, for example when taking the variation of the action, the indices that are
beyond the first column remain blind. There are two antisymmetric objects to be
contracted with the fiber indices, these are ǫu1...ud and Γ
u[k]. Any contractions with
these two objects that involve indices beyond the first column can be expressed as
certain permutations of indices applied to the terms in which all the indices con-
tracted with ǫ... and Γ
... do correspond to the first column. Actually, as shown in [41]
the Young and trace conditions for the indices beyond the first column are not so
important and can be relaxed, so that the action will describe a reducible set of
fields, which generalizes the results of [40] for spin-s fields.
The frame field eF0p taken in the mixed basis reads as
eF0p ≡ e
u[q];a(s1−2),b(s2−2),...,u(sn−2):α
p . (5.34)
In the action the fiber indices a(s1 − 2), ... are just mutually contracted〈
e¯p
u[q−k]b[k];a(s1−2),...
∣∣∣ Γv[2M+2k−1]∣∣∣ Depw[q−k] ;b[k] a(s1−2),...
〉
(5.35)
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this will remain the case when taking any variation of the action. With the con-
vention that we will not write the indices a(s1 − 2), ... explicitly, the action has the
same form (4.17) as for two-column fields. The coefficients αk are of course also the
same, given by (4.21).
The subtle point for mixed basis could be that one should substitute the gauge
transformations of the form
δep
u[q];a(s1−2),... = hm...hmξq−1
u[q]m[M ];a(s1−2),... . (5.36)
As it is written the r.h.s in the latter expression does not have definite Young
symmetry properties. Despite this fact one is safe to plug (5.36) into the action
because the contraction of it with a tensor having definite Young symmetry of F0
projects out the components with symmetry other than F0.
We have constructed the frame-like actions for mixed-symmetry fermionic fields,
whose tensor part is defined by arbitrary Young diagram. As it is always the case
the actions for fermionic fields are more complicated than for bosons, still treatable
though.
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